


Meetings can be the electric charge your 
organization needs.  
 
How can you prevent them from being a 
major power outage? 



Agenda 

• Why meetings are important 

• 2 big ideas for meeting improvement 

– The Meeting Canoe™ framework 

– Meetings are places where work gets done 

• Practice using the Meeting Canoe Framework 

 

 

 

 



Inc. Magazine 



“We meet because people holding different jobs have to 
cooperate to get a specific task done. We meet because the 
knowledge and experience needed in a specific situation are 
not available in one head, but have to be pieced together out 
of the knowledge and experience of several people.” 

Peter Drucker 

Why we meet 



The Meeting Canoe™ 



The Meeting Canoe 















Table Discussion 

• What did you hear?  

• What would you like to know more about? 





Video Game 
Elements 

How Video Game 
Builders Achieve Each 
Element 

How Meeting 
Designers  Could 
Achieve Each Element 

Autonomy Choice Influence meeting’s 
direction 

Meaning Capture interest at 
the game’s beginning 

Purpose: This meeting 
is worth its time 

Challenge Familiar and different 
– I can do this 

Frame challenges as 
learning opportunities  

Learning and 
Feedback 

Provide immediate 
feedback – assume 
participants are smart 
clever people 

Build in learning 
 
Provide immediate 
feedback – assume 
participants are smart 
clever people who 
want to learn 
 

How Video Game Design Applies To Meetings 



Autonomy 

“The ability to influence 
the meeting’s direction.” 

 

• Involve meeting participants in meeting 
design 

• Involve meeting participants in identifying the 
priorities for a particular meeting 

• Make meetings voluntary 



Meaning 

“The meeting has importance 
or significance to participants.” 

 
• Prior to the meeting, ask: 

– What will be different because this group of people 
met? 

– What are you trying to create with this meeting? 
– When inviting people to a meeting, let them know 

why you would like them to attend 
• During the meeting: 

– Share and discuss the meeting’s purpose 
 
 

 
 



Challenge 

“A call to engage in something that tests your 
knowledge, skill, ability, or courage.” 

 
• Prior to the meeting: 

– Identify the business challenge facing the meeting 
participants 

– Identify the type of challenges present and how you 
will deal with those challenges in the meeting 

• During the meeting: 

– Frame the challenges as learning opportunities 

 

 



Learning 

“Acquiring new skills or knowledge through 
experience, study, or being taught.” 

 
• Prior to the meeting: 

– Identify what participants might learn during the 
meeting and the best way for them to acquire this 
knowledge 

– Remember: People learn best through experience 

– Build learning into your meeting design through 
discussion and experiences 

 

 



Feedback 

“Information that allows meeting participants to 
know if the meeting is making progress toward 

its objectives.” 
• Make the meeting agenda visible and track progress 

• Periodic check-ins with participants about the 
meeting’s progress 

• Create a moveable agenda 

• Attend to the end with a questionnaire or 

verbal comments 



1960s – 1970s 
Emery and 
Trist 

1970s – 1980s 
Hackman and 
Oldham 

1990s 
Csikszentmiha
lyi 

2009 
Rock 

2012 
Edmonson 

Put Autonomy 
in Charge 

Increase 
decision 
making 

Freedom 
Independence 
and discretion 

Ownership for 
action 

Increases 
when you can 
take action 

Encourage independence  

Meaning 
Matters 

Whole job Work Work Status  Aspirational vs defensive 

Create 
Challenges 

Learn new 
skills 

Learn new 
skills 

Sweet spot Status 
increases 
when 
challenge is 
met 

Learning creates challenge 

Stimulate 
Learning 

Build into job Creates 
challenge 

Tasks slightly 
above skill 
level 

Creates challenge  
 
 

Feedback  Build into job Immediate 
neutral 
feedback 

Immediate 
feedback 

Increases 
certainty 

Build reflection into the work 

Productive Work Theories 



Practice  

• Select a meeting type that you would like to 
design 

• Use the Meeting Canoe™ framework and work 
design principles to design that type of 
meeting 







Discussion 

• What struck you about this presentation? 

• What would you like to know more about? 



How and where to start 



Routine 

Reward Cue 



Head for The Meeting Canoe 



Want to continue the discussion? 
 

• Dick@axelrodgroup.com or 
Emily@axelrogroup.com 

• 847-251-7361 

• www.axelrodgroup.com 
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Discussion 

• What got clearer for you about meetings 
today? 


